AMENDMENTS TO I REGS
Regulation I28
TO:
Control of DogsThe owner, exhibitor, handler or other person in charge of a dog at Kennel club
licensed events must at all times ensure that the dog is kept under proper
control whilst at the licensed venue, including its environs, car and caravan
parks and approaches. This Regulation applies before (at any time during the
set up period at the venue), during the event and afterwards (at any time during
the breakdown of the event). The mating of bitches within the precincts of
the competition, as stipulated above, is forbidden.
(Insertion in bold)
Regulation I(C)8. Steadiness to Gunshot.
TO:
No gun test will be held in buildings, or other confined areas, nor will shotguns
be used at Working Trials. Guns used must be constructed to fire blanks only.
Prior warning must be given to the handler, who will be instructed to work the
dog “heel free”, or leave the dog within a controlling distance and in sight
where the handler has sight of their dog.
(Deletion struck through. Insertion in bold).
Regulation I(C)11. Search.—
TO:
The Introductory Stake Search shall contain 4 articles of which only 3 are to be
recovered. The Companion Dog (CD) Stake Search shall contain 3 articles and
all other Stakes shall contain 4. In all Stakes fresh articles must be placed for
each dog who which must recover a minimum of 2 to qualify. The Judge must
choose Track and Search articles suitable to the nature of the ground and
Stake being judged and which are unlikely to be in any way injurious to the dog.
The time allotted shall be 4 minutes in the Introductory Stake and the CD Stake
and 5 minutes in all other Stakes. The articles should must be well handled
and placed, not dropped, or buried, by a Steward who shall foil the ground by
walking in varying directions over the area.
(Deletion struck through. Insertion in bold).

